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Great excitement about the NO CAR POLLUTION campaign.

(PRWEB) November 23, 1999 -- News realse

The NO CAR POLLUTION campaign sponsored by NEVER ALONE is coming to its final stages.

The goal of the NO CAR POLLUTION campaign is to bring the car pollution problem to the public opinion
and judgment, by choosing each year a PERSON, a CITY and a COUNTRY that have done the most to solve
the problem of car pollution.

From all over we are getting information about the effects of air pollution. The world is becoming hotter (the
greenhouse effect), air quality is deteriorating, we get acid rain and ozone depletion. Scientist say over 50% of
these problems are caused by car pollution.

Some letters and information:
Statistics from the Beijing Public Security and Transport Administration indicated that nearly two thirds of the
60,000 vehicles driven from other provinces and cities into Beijing every day were not up to the emissions
standards

The states are continuing to fund highway projects that will lead to more air pollution, rather than lessÂ�

I may be incorrect but it is my opinion that one of the main causes of global warming, especially in the US is
use of the private auto (v.m.miller)

Global air 'n' climate: It's getting worse all the time. Leslie

The campaign ends at 27th of December and is raising great interest among web users. At the beginning of
December the final ten candidates will be publicized.
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Contact Information
Dan Shal-Bar
Never Alone ltd-Hoshen

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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